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Image above - Judy, 
who will definitely 
participate. 

	 As you may have heard in the last issue, cats have been preparing 
for a potato chip eating contest coming up! The qualifying round starts in 
three days, and cats are working hard to get ready for it. However, cats have 
varying opinions on how this contest might go. 


	 “I’m ready to down at least a pound of potato chips,” says Lunch, “I 
ate a twelve ounce bag in eight minutes, and I felt like I could eat more! I’m 
definitely going to qualify for the main contest.” Lunch is among the more 
confident cats, but some cats, like Juliet, are a little hesitant. “If I eat too 
many potato chips I could throw up,” says Juliet, who doesn’t like throwing 
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up. “I’ve been practicing eating potato chips 
slowly but steadily. I can eat an eighteen ounce 
bag in fifteen minutes!” 


	 While Lunch, Juliet, and some other cats 
are excited about participating, Mavis has 
clearly expressed her distaste for this 
competition. “I don’t like plain potato chips that 
much, and they’re way too crunchy and hard,” 
says Mavis, “if I had to participate, I would ask if 
I could eat barbecue chips instead. But all in all, 
I would rather participate in a cabbage eating 
contest.” Mavis is not alone in her dislike of plain 
potato chips, as Rudy feels the same way. “I 
used to love potato chips,” says Rudy, “but now 
that I’ve tried barbecue chips, regular chips just 
don’t taste the same. I don’t know if I want to 
participate in this potato chip eating contest.” 


	 When Rudy said that, Judy took the 
opportunity to criticize Rudy in front of Rudy’s 
kittens, saying very loudly and bluntly that Rudy 
didn’t like potato chips. Judy didn’t need to do 
much more, except step back and start filming. 
Rudy’s kittens did the rest, leaping on their mama with cries of “for the love of 
potato chips” and “potato chips forever.” Judy will probably post that video 
on catTube, with a title somewhere along the lines of “angry kittens attack 
their potato chip-hating mama.”


	 Other cats may sound confident and 
bold, but the biggest contender from Pawsville 
is none other than Harvey. Along with being a 
professional wrestler, Harvey is also a 
grandmaster in competitive eating. He has 
placed in the top ten in national competitions, 
and won first place at the state fair three years 
ago. Harvey’s record for potato chips was 
eating a twenty-four ounce bag in ten minutes. 
Lunch, Juliet, and all of the other cats in 

Pawsville know that if Harvey participates, they’ll all be fighting for second 
place.


	 Subscribe again for more on this contest!

Image above - Harvey, 
the grandmaster at 
eating lots of potato 
chips. 

“I can eat a four 
ounce bag in 
three minutes!” 

 - GHOST, ONE OF RUDY’S 
KITTENS, WHO WANTS TO 
PARTICIPATE IN THIS CONTEST
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